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ABSTRACT

Ode to Amiel is a feature-length experimental essay film by Phyllis Redman, made as part
of the requirements for earning a Master of Fine Arts in Film in the Entrepreneurial Digital
Cinema track from the University of Central Florida.
The film explores one woman's reaction to trauma and depersonalization disorder through
the journal entries of 19th Century Swiss philosopher, Henri Frederic Amiel. Passages from
Amiel's Journal Intime provide the narrative and voice over for the lead character, a grieving
mother who finds herself locked behind an inescapable, invisible and immaterial barrier that
separates her from the outside world.
Following the guidelines of the film program, the film was produced on a micro-budget
(under $50,000) level. The goal was to create a film that was effectively a no-budget film, one
similar in process to that of Tarnation, an award-winning experimental film created for $200.
With an actual shooting cost of under $1,000, Ode to Amiel met this challenge.
This is the record of the film's progression from development to picture lock, in
preparation for distribution.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Ode to Amiel is an experimental essay film that was produced in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the Master of Fine Arts degree in Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema at the
University of Central Florida.
This thesis project is the written description of how Ode to Amiel was made. It describes
the process from conceptualization to the fine cut of the film which is now ready for marketing
and distribution. It includes information about the technical, aesthetic and financial concerns and
challenges in the making of the film. Additionally, the rationale behind the concepts and the
motivations of the filmmaker are provided.

Filmmaker’s Statement

Intentions and Challenges
When I applied for admission to the graduate film program at UCF, my primary intention
was to get an MFA degree so I could continue my employment in higher education, learn about
marketing and distribution for independent films, and take on an artistic and intellectual
challenge. The Entrepreneurial Digital Cinema track in the graduate film program addressed
each area.
There were two options available to me when I entered the program: Direct and produce
a narrative feature film or an experimental film. Since I had no interest in producing a narrative
feature, I opted for the experimental film. It was actually a very appealing choice for me as I've
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always enjoyed experimental art of all forms; however, experimental film is extremely difficult
to do well. I had to hope that I would be able to create something that would meet the artistic
standards of the degree program.
Returning to graduate school after age 50 would present some unique challenges. I was
studying alongside 20-somethings film majors with seemingly unbridled energy, obsessive drive,
and dreams of creating important films that would be seen by wide audiences. Their enthusiasm
was energizing and inspiring. Even though I had been working with other filmmakers and
producers as a freelancer, the chance to study alongside other students was enriching. Our little
group of six graduate film students created a safe place to ask questions, get feedback, and offer
suggestions, a true learning environment nurtured by the faculty in each class we had.
Included in the group were very talented, motivated, and creative young people who were
willing to provide and eagerly accept critique on their projects and mine. We had a shared level
of trust among us that opened communication channels rarely experienced anywhere. We gained
tremendous support and encouragement from our group. Of our original six members, three
have already completed their films and MFA degrees and have had great success with their films.
Two others didn't continue in the program, but they continued their filmmaking. One is currently
showing his film in festivals. I feel very honored to have been in the program with them.
Although I came into the program having previously directed and produced two feature
documentary films, I came with no experience in creating experimental film or art. Having
always worked in the objective, fact-based reporting fields of psychology, photojournalism and
documentary filmmaking, delving into the abyss of experimental art was both freeing and
frightening. To meet this challenge, I watched many, many films, from shorts to features. My
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thesis chair recommended several films and articles that were greatly influential to me. At my
semester consult, the advisory committee offered ideas and encouragement.
Without a doubt, my greatest challenge was turning the camera inward to create a
personal piece of artwork in the form of an essay film. Given that the film is semiautobiographical and inspired by real events and situations, it was extremely difficult to edit.
The very nature of depersonalization disorder, which I have experienced chronically since age
15, is that it gets more intense when you're consciously aware of it. Making a film where I was
editing and absorbed in the topic was maddening at times.
Ode to Amiel isn't a masterpiece by any stretch of the imagination. It has many flaws, but
there's something strangely appealing about it because of the flaws. It allows for imperfection,
for exploration, for even, at times, brief cinematic failure. It's my hope that it will be an
inspiration to other emerging filmmakers who might dare to step out of their own comfort zones
and do something different, something that will challenge them to dig deeper into their own
consciousness and find an approach to filmmaking that is uniquely their own.
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CHAPTER 2
EVIDENCE OF AESTHETIC LITERACY
Literature Review

The Essay Film
Laura Rascaroli (2008), in The Essay Film: Problems, Definitions, Textual
Commitments, provides insight into the development of essay films. Her article was a guiding
influence in the conceptualization and creation of Ode to Amiel.
According to Rascaroli (2008), there has been discussion among filmmakers as to how to
define the "essay film." Although it still lacks any formal definition, there are some common
characteristics. A wide variety of media can be used including found footage, diaries, notebooks,
text messages, stock footage, and motion graphics. It's often digressive, tangential, selfreflective, and self-reflexive. There's often a first-person narrative. It's a film that doesn't abide
by traditional narrative rules or storytelling outlines. Timothy Corrigan (2011) offers this
description of the essay film:
The difficulties in defining and explaining the essay are, in other words, the reasons
that the essay is so productively inventive. Straddling fiction and non-fiction, news
reports and confessional autobiography, documentaries and experimental film, they
are, first, practices that undo and redo film form, visual perspectives, public
geographies, temporal organizations, and notions of truth and judgment within the
complexity of experience. With a perplexing and enriching lack of formal rigor,
essays and essay films do not usually offer the kinds of pleasure associated with
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traditional aesthetic forms like narrative or lyrical poetry; they instead lean toward
intellectual reflections that often insist on more conceptual or pragmatic responses,
well outside the borders of conventional pleasure principles. (Corrigan, 2011, pp. 4
- 5)
Corrigan (1999) goes on to describe other characteristics of the essay film, characteristics
that are also evident in Ode to Amiel. He identifies the following characteristics:
(1) a usually---but not necessarily---short documentary subject,
(2) the lack of a dominate narrative organization, although narrative may provide
one of several patterns in the film, and
(3) the interaction of a personal voice or vision, sometimes in the form of a voiceover. In the essay film, the interaction of that subjective perspective and the reality
before it becomes a testing or questioning of both, and the structure of the film, like
the literary essay, follows the undetermined movement of that dialogue. (Corrigan,
2011, p. 58)
Rascaroli (2008) reviewed commentary from prominent writers about the nature of the
essay film. One topic of discussion was the path taken by some documentary filmmakers, those
traditionally entrenched in the more objective realm of filmmaking, from documentary film to
more personal, essay films, something that I personally experienced in this process. She notes
that Renov (2004) described the transitional process from documentary to essay film as follows:
While all documentary films retain an interest in some portion of the world out
there---recording, and less frequently interrogating, at times with the intent to
persuade and with varying degrees of attention to formal issues---the essayist's gaze
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is drawn inward with equal intensity. That inward gaze accounts for the digressive
and fragmentary character of the essayistic. (Renov, 2004, p. 85)
Paul Arthur asserts "a quality shared by all film essays is the inscription of a blatant, selfsearching authorial presence" (Arthur, 2003, p. 59). He goes on to list characteristics, ones that
are evident in Ode to Amiel:
This authorial voice approaches the subject matter not in order to present a factual
report (the field of traditional documentary), but to offer an in-depth, personal, and
thought-provoking reflection. At the level of rhetorical structures, in order to
convey such reflection, the cinematic essayist creates an enunciator who is very
close to the real, extra-textual author; the distance between the two is slight, as the
enunciator quite declaredly represents the author's views, and is his/her
spokesperson (even when hiding behind a different or even multiple names or
personas). The essay's enunciator may remain a voice-over or also physically
appear in the text, and usually does not conceal that he/she is the film's director.
(Rascaroli, 2008, p. 35)
Rascaroli (2008) points to other differences between the documentary film and the essay
film. In the documentary, the theme revolves around the social and collective whereas the essay
film targets the personal and individual within the subject or theme (Rascaroli, 2008). The essay
film calls on the viewer to be an "embodied spectator." She argues, quite rightly, that:
The essay film constructs such spectatorial position by adopting a certain rhetorical
structure: rather than answering all the questions that it raises, and delivering a
complete, closed argument, the essay's rhetoric is such that it opens up problems,
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and interrogates the spectator; instead of guiding her through emotional and
intellectual response, the essay urges her to engage individually with the film, and
reflect on the same subject matter the author is musing about. This structure
accounts for the openness of the film. (Rascaroli, 2008, p. 35)
Nora Alter expounds on the differences between the documentary and the essay by noting
the artistic and creative license offered by the essay. She comments that:
Unlike the documentary film, which presents facts and information, the essay film
produces complex thought that at times is not grounded in reality but can be contradictory,
irrational, and fantastic. This new type of film no longer binds the filmmaker to the rules
and parameters of the traditional documentary practice, such as chronological sequencing
or the depiction of external phenomena. Rather, it gives free reign to the imagination,
with all its artistic potentiality. The term essay is used because it signifies a composition
that is in between categories and as such is transgressive, digressive, playful,
contradictory, and political. (Alter, 2002, pp. 7-8)
The spectatorial position described by Rascaroli involves an opportunity for the filmmaker
to connect with the viewer in a shared experience. In Ode to Amiel the viewer is invited to
experience the contradictory and conflicting internal voices that live inside the mind of the
subject. The willingness to be open to the uncomfortable and alienated thoughts of the
protagonist is in fact a willingness to look internally at one's own past suffering and trauma, and
to connect with the filmmaker on a very primitive and emotional level.
There is no real resolution to the protagonist's dilemma in Ode to Amiel, and that sits
squarely in line with contemporary thought on the definition of the essay film. It's a chance to
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walk in someone's shoes and experience their worldview, in this case, one which appears bleak
and which is only filled with consolation and resignation rather than the thrill of victory or of
overcoming obstacles. Ode to Amiel offers a situation where surrender and adaptation is the only
option.
Chronic (1996) and The Time We Killed (2004) by Jennifer Reeves are semiautobiographical experimental essay films that are similar in content to Ode to Amiel as they are
also based on a connection to a psychological disorder and rely heavily on the visual treatment to
relay the inner existence of the characters. In an interview with Scott MacDonald (2006),
Reeves said that in Chronic, the look of the film was meant to represent the black and white
thinking and dissociation exhibited by victims of borderline personality disorder, which is the
diagnosis of the protagonist in the film. Jennifer Reeves' Chronic (1996) and The Time We
Killed (2004) were produced using very small crews, usually Reeves and her lead actress.
MacDonald (2006) notes that Reeves' work is similar to a group of filmmakers from
Europe over the past 25 years that he refers to as miserablists. The tone of Chronic and The
Time We Killed is dark and depressed. Ode to Amiel features a woman with depersonalization
disorder, a dissociative disorder that causes her to remain in a chronic dream-like state from
which she cannot escape. The nature of depersonalization disorder could easily fall into the
miserabilist category as well as the symptoms can wreak havoc on the mind and existence of the
sufferer. Ode to Amiel attempts to illuminate the horrors and wonders of depersonalization
disorder and evolves from a dark and macabre treatment into a quiet, meditative piece. Ode to
Amiel traverses the road from despair to acceptance and enlightenment (Appendix A).
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Depersonalization Disorder
Henri Frederic Amiel, a Swiss poet and philosopher, Professor of Aesthetics and French
Literature and Professor of Moral Philosophy at the Academy of Geneva, used the term
"depersonalized" in his journal, and there is speculation that he may have been afflicted with
depersonalization disorder. Amiel accumulated over 14,000 journal entries in his lifetime
(Simeon & Abugel, 2006), and he often wrote of his internal experiences, which are indicative of
depersonalization disorder. Shortly before he died in 1880, Amiel wrote:
Since the age of sixteen onwards I have been able to look at things with the eyes of a
blind man recently operated upon—that is to say, I have been able to suppress in myself
the results of long education of sight, and to abolish distances; and now I find myself
regarding existence as though from beyond the tomb, from another world; all is strange to
me; I am as it were, outside my own body and individuality. I am depersonalized,
detached, cut adrift. Is this madness? (Ward, 1889, p. 275)
Depersonalization Disorder is a dissociative disorder that causes the person to experience
an often unremitting, chronic state of unreality, all the while retaining intact reality testing.
Some typical descriptions of depersonalization experiences include:
“Feeling off base,” “under water,” “floating,” “like a dead person,” as if “I’m here but not
here,” “detached from my body,” “going through the motions,” “like a robot,”
“emotionless,” in a “brain fog,” and “like my mind is a blank.” Derealization often
accompanies depersonalization: “like a big pane of glass between me and the world,”
“invisible filters,” and “detached from the environment." (Simeon, Guralnik, Hazlett,
Cohen, Hollander, & Buchsbaum, 2000, p. 1782)
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In 2006, Daphne Simeon, one of the world's experts on depersonalization disorder,
teamed up with medical journalist Jeffrey Abugel to publish Feeling Unreal: Depersonalization
Disorder and the Loss of Self which has become the layperson's reference guide for the disorder.
Simeon has been conducting neuropsychological research into the disorder for almost twenty
years. Abugel, who has depersonalization disorder, is also the author of a website dedicated to
the disorder.
The latest research into the disorder suggests a neurochemical basis, one that involves the
fight or flight response that is triggered in traumatic and life-threatening situations. In an
extreme oversimplification of the process, there's an indication that mechanisms malfunction and
get stuck in the "on" position (Abugel, 2010).
Although the disorder is considered rare, the fleeting feeling of depersonalization is the
third most common psychiatric symptom behind anxiety and depression. Well over 50% of the
population will experience a brief episode of depersonalization at some time in their lives
(Abugel, 2010).
Feelings of depersonalization often occur during times of life-threatening events such as
car accidents. During and immediately following the event, it's common for the fight or flight
response to activate causing perceptual changes that may include feeling that things are
happening in slow motion. It can produce out-of-body experiences that assist in assessing the
environment and level of danger. In depersonalized states, there's an increase in "automatic"
behavior where the person feels like they are not in control of their own actions. There's a
feeling of being a robot or automaton, one that is being controlled by outside forces. It's a
survival mechanism that causes the person to be hyper-sensitized to their environment for a few
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minutes or even up to an hour. In depersonalization disorder, the sensation of unreality, of being
in a dream or watching a movie, doesn't fade away. It becomes the new normal.
It's a detachment that isn't psychotic, so reality testing remains intact. Panic is a common
reaction, and "as if" metaphors are the only way to describe the sensations. Those "as if"
metaphors sound like insanity to anyone who doesn't understand the neurobiological and
psychological basis of the disorder, so it's most common for those afflicted to suffer in silence,
often for years and even decades.
There's no known cure for the disorder although psychotherapy can help the person cope
though acceptance and cognitive restructuring. Anti-anxiety and anti-depressant medications can
help with the resulting anxiety and depression that are caused by the feelings of
depersonalization and derealization.
Because the disorder is considered somewhat rare, there's not as much research into it as
there are other more recognized illnesses such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. However,
more cases are being reported, and it's suspected that the actual prevalence of the disorder is
much higher than has been recorded. It's a disorder that doesn't lend itself to disclosure. People
learn to adapt, and even though they suffer greatly from anxiety and depression, disclosing the
nature of "being in a dream" is likely to go unreported for fear of being labeled insane. Early
child trauma, particularly emotional abuse and neglect, has been found to correlate with
depersonalization disorder as has temporal lobe epilepsy and migraine (Abugel & Simeon,
2006). Drug-induced cases and cases of unknown origin also exist.
There are two factors that may be contributing to the increasing number of reported cases
over the past 30 years (Abugel, 2010). Since the late 90s, more cases have been reported likely
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due to the accessibility of the Internet and information being made available on websites
dedicated to the disorder. Second, the increased use of hallucinogenic recreational drugs
including ecstasy, ketamine and marijuana, may be a contributing factor. Those drugs can cause
spontaneous cases of depersonalization disorder in predisposed individuals. About 15% of
reported DPD cases began during a drug-induced high (Abugel & Simeon, 2006).
There's an active community of people with depersonalization disorder online.
Additionally, with the advent of low cost video recorders and the ability to upload homemade
videos, there are individuals who are using this avenue to connect with others and even to create
short films that explore the sensations of depersonalization. Most of the depersonalization
disorder community are teens and young adults who are very frightened and are searching
desperately to connect with others who can understand what they're experiencing. Although it
can occur at any age, most incidents of chronic depersonalization disorder begin in adolescence
and early adulthood, most typically to individuals who were exposed to early childhood trauma
(Abugel & Simeon, 2006).
Aesthetically, using an experimental essay film format worked well for a film about
being stuck in an everlasting dream-state. Using multiple image overlays, split screens, rapid
cutting and other editing techniques, the dream-state was constructed and deconstructed. Using
Amiel's writings, which are in the public domain, was a great way to express and explain the
thought processes and experiences of someone with depersonalization disorder. It also was a
way to give Amiel's work some much-deserved praise.
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Partial Screening List
Title
Act of God
Anita
Aquifer
At Land

Year
2009
1973
2011
1944

Director(s)
Jennifer Baichwal
Torgny Wickman
Dana Plays
Maya Deren

Being
Black and White Trypps #1
Black and White Trypps #2
Black and White Trypps #3
Black and White Trypps #4
Brakhage
Buffalo Common
Chronic
Confederation Park
Darkness Light Darkness
Filmstudie
Grain Graphics
In Absentia

1975
2005
2006
2007
2008
1998
2001
1996
1999
1989
1926
1978
2000

Light Work I
Man with a Movie Camera
Mountain State
Numb
OM
Pi
Quick Billy
Roman Chariot
Roswell
Shut Up Little Man

2006
1929
2003
2007
2009
1998
1970
2004
1994
2011

William Farley
Ben Russell
Ben Russell
Ben Russell
Ben Russell
Jim Shedden
Bill Brown
Jennifer Reeves
Bill Brown
Jan Svankmajer
Hans Richter
Dana Plays
Stephen Quay
Timothy Quay
Jennifer Reeves
Dziga Vertov
Bill Brown
Harris Goldberg
David Sherman
Darren Aronofsky
Bruce Baillie
David Sherman
Bill Brown
Matthew Bate

Figure 1. Partial screening list (Part 1)
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Studio
Zeitgeist Films
Synapse Films
Canyon Cinema
Microcinema
International
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Zeitgeist Films
Microcosm Publishing
Sparky Pictures
Microcosm Publishing
Kimstim
Flicker Alley
Canyon Cinema
Zeitgeist Films
Sparky Pictures
VUFKU
Microcosm Publishing
Scanbox Entertainment
Canyon Cinema
Harvest Filmworks
Canyon Cinema
Canyon Cinema
Microcosm Publishing
Mongrel Media

Title
Stille Nacht III

Year
1992

Director(s)
Stephen Quay
Timothy Quay
Alexander Sokurov
Jonathan Caouette
Agnes Varda
Ben Russell
Jennifer Reeves
Brian Flemming
Jan Svankmajer
David Sherman
Jennifer Reeves
Maya Deren

Stone
Tarnation
The Beaches of Agnes
The Breathers-In
The Girl's Nervy
The God Who Wasn't There
The Ossuary
The Graceless
The Time We Killed
The Very Eye of Night

1992
2003
2008
2002
1995
2005
1970
2003
2004
1958

To Re-edit the World
Trains Are For Dreaming
Trainspotting
Trypps No. 7 (Badlands)
Tuning the Sleeping Machine
Wasteland Utopias
What the #$*! Do We Know!?

2002
2009
1996
2010
1996
2010
2004

Why the Anderson Children
Didn't Come to Dinner
Waking Life

2003

David Sherman
Jennifer Reeves
Danny Boyle
Ben Russell
David Sherman
David Sherman
William Arntz
Betsy Chasse
Mark Vicente
Jamie Travis

2001

Richard Linklater

Work Song

2005

David Sherman

Figure 2. Partial screening list (Part 2)
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Studio
Zeitgeist Films
Cinema Guild
Wellspring Media
Cinema Guild
United States
Sparky Pictures
Beyond Belief Media
Kimstim
Canyon Cinema
Sparky Pictures
Microcinema
International
Canyon Cinema
Sparky Pictures
Intersonic
United States
Canyon Cinema
Canyon Cinema
Samuel Goldwyn Films

Kimstim
Fox Searchlight
Pictures
Canyon Cinema

CHAPTER 3
EVIDENCE OF FINANCIAL LITERACY
Complete Budget with Assumptions

Figure 3. Budget page 1.
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Business Plan
What follows here is the original business plan that was developed prior to production.
The changes to the business plan are discussed in the next section.

Figure 4. Budget page 2.
16

Figure 5. Budget page 3.
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Figure 6. Budget page 4.
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Figure 7. Budget page 5.
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Figure 8. Budget page 6.
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Figure 9. Budget page 7.
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Figure 10. Budget page 8.
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Figure 11. Budget page 9.
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Figure 12. Budget page 10.
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Figure 13. Budget page 11.
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Changes to Business Plan
The original business plan for the project was developed in the business course taken
while in the program, and it was created to present to potential investors. Since I had planned to
self-fund the film, the business plan served primarily to act as a way to gain funds for my own
deferred payment and marketing expenses. I didn't expect this to happen, but drafting the
business plan was a meaningful step in the process of learning how to pitch to potential
investors.
The script was still undergoing revisions when the business plan was being developed.
Although I originally set out to make a film specifically about the illusion of free will, Ode to
Amiel became a way to subtly and tangentially represent that idea in a much more personal film
that reflects on my own reasoning for wanting to make a philosophically-oriented film.
I'm rather unsure who the audience for this film will be. With the Internet and with
streaming video on sites such as Fandor and Netflix, there are several ways to get the film out to
the public. The film may be a hard sell. It's not a feel good film; it's atypical; it requires a lot of
patience from the viewer, and there's a significant amount of strangeness to it.
There are many ways to define "success" for a film such as this one. While some
filmmakers may consider a project a failure unless it turns a significant profit or gets seen by
millions of viewers, my benchmark for success will be dramatically understated. To me, just
completing it is enough. It was more of a personal challenge for me, and I've met my goal. This
was a learning experience for me, a chance to create a film unlike anything else I've ever created.
In the process, I learned a lot about art, including experimental film. Most importantly I learned
that making experimental films is much more difficult than it looks.
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The marketing plan will remain primarily centered on promotion through the website and
social media. There will be a few film festivals that will be entered, but if the film is not
accepted by festivals, it will be promoted on the website and available for streaming online.
Additional details regarding the budget and costs can be found in Appendix B. The marketing
and distribution plan for the film can be found in Appendix C. A list of credits is available in
Appendix D, and copies of contracts for participants can be located in Appendix E.
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Final Cost Report

Figure 14. Final cost report.
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CHAPTER 4
EVIDENCE OF PRODUCTION LITERACY
Theory of Production
The production of this film was ultimately organic. Outside of a couple of days filming
with the "actors," the other shots were filmed spontaneously as they happened. I spent a year
finding ways to represent death, loss, grief, and the illusion of reality by filming the creatures
that live in my neighborhood. Bats, eagles, ospreys, cicadas, feral cats, vultures, slugs, spiders,
and grasshoppers become the supporting actors in the film.
The film was shot digitally on a Canon XA20, a small, inexpensive video camera. The
film was edited using Final Cut Pro 7. The footage is handheld and is lit using available light
only.
There were three shooting locations: my home, the lake and Centennial Park. With a
crew of just two actors and myself, we were able to film discretely. The lake and park were both
within a few blocks of my house making for easy and quick access between all three shooting
locations.
Whitney Spivey ("Woman") and Ramy Cadwell ("Amiel") were students of mine who
volunteered their time to be in the film. We got together a few days in the fall of 2013 to film at
the three locations. Shortly after we filmed, they both moved to New York City, so I had to find
another actor do pickups as the "Woman." Since there are no speaking parts, that wasn't too
difficult to do. My daughter, Natalie Barber, volunteered to fill that role.
My home, which is a historic home that was built in the late 1800's, underwent historic
restoration from August 2013 until March 2014. Originally, this was to be a major process that
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would unfold in the film and would represent a tearing down and building up of the mental
condition of the protagonist. However, in editing, the use of the footage of the historic
restoration was used only fleetingly with flashes of peeling paint, boarded up windows and rotted
wood representing her tattered soul. This is one example of how the basic ideas that were
conceived during the writing of the script morphed as the film was shot and edited.
There was a plan to connect the age of the home (1880s) with Amiel's book (1877) and
the establishment of Centennial Park (1877). That played out less obviously, but the inclusion of
1977 as the year the film is taking place being 100 years from the publication of the book and the
establishment of Centennial Park made a nice, subtle connection. The year 1977 is the first
anniversary of the death of the child, so the 100-year theme is woven into the story to connect
Amiel to the main character.
The editing process was incredibly challenging. One issue I knew I would face was
finding a way to maintain a connection with the viewer for up to an hour in an experimental film
in which the main character is detached and distanced by definition. I was unsure how I was
going to address the voiceover when I was writing the script. I didn't know if I would use all text
instead of voiceover or a combination of the two. I left open the possibility of using different
people for the voices or even making it a silent film, but abandoned that idea after further
investigation. Phillip Lopate (1998) writes about the necessity for text and voice-over in the
essay film, and he states that without it, it cannot be called an essay film. Rascaroli (2008)
quotes Lopate (1998) from his work Totally, Tenderly, Tragically:
An essay film must have words, in the form of a text, either spoken, subtitled, or
inter-titled"; "The text must represent a single voice", "The text must represent an
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attempt to work out some reasoned line of discourse on a problem"; "The text must
impart more than information; it must have a strong, personal point of view"; "The
text's language should be as eloquent, well written and interesting as possible."
(Lopate, 1998, pp. 283 - 284)
In the end, the voiceover would be created using variable speeds and audio filters applied
to my own reading of Amiel's quotes. The change in speed of playback created completely
different "voices" that evoked different emotions and moods. Many of the voiceovers are played
in reverse; some are whispered. Most are subtitled because the intent was to create a mood with
the audio, so it's often difficult or impossible to understand the words.
The part of "Gracie Anna," the three-year-old, was portrayed with archival footage shot
over the past three years of my granddaughter. This addition to the film was only incorporated in
the last month of editing. Needless to say, it changed the meaning of the film and storyline
significantly and added a level of intimacy to the film that was lacking in the previous cuts. It
was born out of necessity as I struggled to find a way to help the viewer connect emotionally
with a character who is distant and who only communicates through quotes from Amiel's
Journal Intime.
The emotional trauma caused by the loss of a child is something that most people can
sympathize with, and it worked to help express the sense of loss that comes about following the
onset of depersonalization disorder. It also added a richness and haunting feel to the soundtrack.
The last minute addition of a character is a good example of how the production and
editing were organic. It wasn't left to chance; it was just left open for opportunities that arose
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during the editing process. Not being strictly tied to a script made the film much more
interesting than it would have been.

Production Literature Review
Ode to Amiel attempts to merge realism and surrealism to create the illusion of the
waking dream state that is depersonalization. Films that are created with a dream-like quality
mimic the unreality that is experienced in depersonalization disorder. Among them are Maya
Deren's At Land (1944) and Meshes of the Afternoon (1943). Darren Aronofsky's (2000)
Requiem for a Dream utilizes split screens, slow motion, stop-motion photography, fish eye
lenses, rapid cutting, and repeating motifs to induce a hallucinogenic drug state which could also
illustrate the dream-like qualities in depersonalization disorder.
There are other films that more dramatically alter the image to create a surreal visual.
Ben Russell's (2005) Black and White Trypps series utilizing editing in post with effects such as
the mirror filter to create images that transcend the original footage and take on a life of their
own. Structural films such as Russell's where the image itself is the film and which lacks any
narrative quality was something I explored while editing. Many of the scenes take on a
structural quality, but Ode to Amiel also has a loosely woven storyline narrative. There are
several structural aspects to the film including the use of different frame sizes, split screens, and
layering and compositing images.
Two feature films related to depersonalization disorder have been produced in the past
decade. In 2007, Harris Goldberg directed Numb, a narrative feature film about a man with
depersonalization disorder played by Matthew Perry. It's a romantic comedy about a
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screenwriter who seeks help for his depersonalization disorder and finds that he's actually more
sane than those who seek to help him.
Jonathan Caouette's (2003) Tarnation about his relationship with his schizophrenic
mother was widely touted as a film about his own depersonalization disorder as well. The film
was screened at Sundance and Cannes among others and received significant critical acclaim for
his revolutionary filmmaking techniques including his no-budget budget.
Tarnation is an experimental documentary film in which Caouette uses archival photos,
Super-8 and VHS footage, answering machine messages, live action footage and impromptu
interviews to bombard the screen with images and sound. His production budget was merely
$220 and he edited the film on his iMac using iMovie. Once the film was picked up for
distribution, an additional $400,000 was secured for marketing and distribution (Youngs, 2004).
Ode to Amiel has a similar budget given that the production costs were just under $1,000.
This keeps it well within the budgetary restraints of the program which caps the production
budget for films at $50,000 for a micro-budget film. It's also an indication to would-be
filmmakers that cost doesn't necessarily have to get in the way of creating a film. The
technology is affordable, and many video editing options are available. The growth of
experimental films and personal filmmaking is likely to expand greatly now that barriers to
production have been lowered and even eliminated.
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Production Timeline
July - August 2013 - Development, location scout. Begin shooting B-Roll.
September 2013 to February 2014 - Shooting during renovation of home.
November 2013 -December 2013 - Shoot scenes with Whitney and Ramy.
February 2014 - Thesis Review Board.
March 2014 - December 2014 - Pickups and post-production edit.
January 2015 - Rough Cut to thesis chair.
March 2015 - Fine Cut due to thesis committee.
May 2015 - Final audio mix and color correction completed.
June 2015 - Website launch/social media sites launch.
June 2015 - Submit to aggregator/Fandor.
August 2015 - March 2015 - Film festival deadlines/notifications.
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The Film in Still Images

Figure 15. Woman filming at the lake. The sense of “being in a movie” or “watching a movie”
is represented by her use of the camera and the shifting frame formats throughout the film.

Figure 16. Amiel appears in a vision at the lake. The use of split screens provided a structural
aesthetic to the film that served to separate difference scenes and connect concepts.
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Figure 17. Woman peers from windows of home at night.

Figure 18. Visions of Gracie Anna appear in the waves at the lake.
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Figure 19. One of many vultures stands guard in the yard.

Figure 20. Amiel is camera-aware. Dead cicadas lie scattered about upon completion of the
mating season.
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Figure 21. Overlays of multiple images. This technique helps to create a fragmented, surreal feel
to the film.
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APPENDIX A
TREATMENT
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Rationale/Thesis
I wanted to make a film that would open a dialogue about depersonalization disorder, a
disorder that I personally believe is underreported. The other two films that have been made that
are associated with depersonalization disorder, Numb and Tarnation, were a narrative feature and
an experimental documentary, respectively. Ode to Amiel uses an experimental essay format, so
it provides a completely different perspective on the disorder than the other two.
The essay format allowed for the use of Amiel's journal entries which created the
storyline and built the character of Woman. Amiel's writings are also rather obscure, and they
deserve more attention. Ode to Amiel is my "thank you" to Amiel. His desire to have his work
be meaningful is spelled out in his journal. He died before it was published, so he would never
know the impact he would have on anyone even 100 years after his death. If the film helps
promote his work, then everyone benefits.

Approach
My approach in creating this film was unlike the traditional approach for producing a
feature film. With no speaking parts, I was able to cast non-actors and thereby avoided issues
with directing actors. Choosing to use available light and handheld cameras made it easy to film,
even in public.
I usually had a shot list, but I always came back with shots that I hadn't planned simply
because I had the time to incorporate spontaneous events into the shoot. For example, it wasn't
until I went to the lake and saw the ospreys looking for fish then later noticed that ospreys were
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dropping fish in my yard that I was able to see a connection that could be incorporated into the
film.
The house I moved into played a large role in the development and content of the film.
Since the house is so close to the lake and has four large 100-year-old oak trees in the yard,
ospreys and eagles often like to perch in the upper branches and eat the fish they catch in the
lake. It's a daily occurrence during the summer months for pieces of fish to fall into the yard
when the birds lose their grip on it. This attracts huge green flies, feral cats and vultures.
In lieu of relying on nature, I went to the lake and bought freshly caught fish from people
who were fishing there. I used about 6-8 fish to shoot the fish in the sink scene and the dead fish
in the yard. When I dumped the fish in the yard, I hoped to attract a vulture or two. Luckily,
about eight vultures showed up. That scene was shot as a pickup in August. One can imagine
the smell that day as I filmed the decaying fish in 95-degree heat over a three-day period as the
vultures fed on the pile.
That's the kind of unexpected experiences I encountered during filming. That scene with
the rotting fish and vultures is not in the script because it couldn't be envisioned when the
original script was written. After filming the vultures and rotting fish, I coincidentally found a
passage from Amiel's journal that refers to vultures metaphorically as the symbol of what has
haunted and harmed us. It was a matter of keeping an open mind about what possibilities were
available right in front of me, a matter of connecting dots to create a meaningful visual and
auditory narrative essay.
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I also spent time filming slugs, grasshoppers, bats, cicadas, spiders and lizards. I never
knew if it would be footage that I would use, but as part of my approach, I filmed anything that
might be visually or metaphorically useful in the film.
Once I began the editing process, I encountered challenges that involved the treatment of
the dialogue for the film. By using Amiel's quotes and journal entries, the woman's innermost
thoughts and fears could be described beautifully and poetically. However, it became readily
apparent during editing that a creative solution would be needed to solve the problem of creating
audio that sounded like the voices in her head. Because the film is 100% voiceover, there was a
real risk of losing the viewer's attention. My approach was one of trial and error. I spent an
inordinate amount of time trying to resolve the audio issue.
I'm not sure if a more structured approach with a set shot list would have made the film
easier to produce. It probably would have. However, I don't see how I could have imagined
what I ended up shooting. This film was a process of exploration and discovery, both from an
artistic and technical perspective. Nothing was planned as rigidly as is in a typical feature film.
It was very similar to the approach I've always used with my documentary film work. In that
process, I go into a situation and film what I find using only a loosely organized shot list. The
story comes out in the editing process. That's precisely how Ode to Amiel was made.

Script
The loosely woven, and highly subjective, narrative of Ode to Amiel, centers around a
young woman's fantasy encounter with 19th Century philosopher Henri Frederic Amiel.
Following the traumatic death of her three-year-old daughter, she becomes enveloped in the
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sense of death and isolation that is caused by depersonalization. Calling from beyond his grave,
Amiel reaches out to her to provide philosophical inspiration in the quotes from his journal,
which she finds in the attic. He reveals to her that she must beware of her own mind as it can be
infiltrated and will leave her alone and wasting away in an abyss of despair. Through the journal
entries of his Journal Intime, he warns her of the dangers of isolation. The film is rich with
metaphor, and the visuals, although often dark and disturbing images of death and madness, are
represented in a way to make them more a curiosity than something to fear.
In the end, she appears to have not heeded his advice, as she sits alone with him staring
off into river. Given that he is merely a figment of her imagination, someone who has been dead
for over 135 years, we can infer that she remains alone and trapped in her own mind, a testament
to the tenacity of depersonalization disorder, but with a more enlightened view of herself and her
world.

Script Notes
What follows is the original script for the film. Before the filming and editing was
complete, major changes had occurred in the script, but this was expected. The process was to
be very organic, dependent upon many factors that couldn't be controlled, and heavily reliant
upon creative editing to bring the film to fruition.
The script was significantly dependent upon the process that unfolded during the historic
renovation of the home and the weather/seasonal patterns that influence the animals in the film.
Therefore, the scenes were loosely assembled, fluid, and ultimately different in the final version
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of the film. All italicized phrases in the script are quotes from Journal Intime by Henri Frederic
Amiel (Ward, 1889).
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APPENDIX B
BUDGET AND FINAL COST REPORT
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Ode to Amiel Budget

Figure 22. Ode to Amiel budget.
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Final Production Cost Report

Figure 23. Final production cost report.
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APPENDIX C
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION PLAN
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Film Festivals

Ode to Amiel will be submitted to the film festivals listed below for the 2016 festival
circuit. The screening dates for 2015 are provided to give an estimated date that the 2016 films
will be screened (Figure 24).

Screening Dates

Festival/Location

Website

March 20-29, 2015

Atlanta Film Festival
Atlanta, GA
Ann Arbor Film Festival
Ann Arbor, MI
Wisconsin Film Festival
Madison WI
Florida Film Festival
Winter Park, FL
Indie Grits Festival
Columbia, SC
Nashville Film Festival
Nashville, TN
Milwaukee Underground Film
Festival
Milwaukee, WI
Chicago Underground Film
Festival
Chicago, IL
Montreal Underground Film
Festival
Montreal, Quebec
Winnipeg Underground Film
Festival
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Antimatter
Victoria, British Columbia

www.atlantafilmfestival.com

March 24-29, 2015
April 9-16, 2015
April 10-19, 2015
April 15-19, 2015
April 16-25, 2015
April 30-May 3, 2015

May 13-17, 2015

May 21-24, 2015

June 2015

October 16-31, 2015

Figure 24. Film festivals.
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www.aafilmfest.org
www.wifilmfest.org
www.floridafilmfestival.com
www.indiegrits.com
www.nashvillefilmfestival.org
www.film-milwaukee.org

www.cuff.org

www.muff514.com/home.htm

www.winnipeguff.com

www.antimatter.ws

Online Marketing
The film will have a website (www.odetoamiel.com) along with a Facebook page,
Instagram and Twitter accounts, and clips on Vimeo and Youtube. After the film has completed
the festival circuit, it will be available for streaming, either on a site such as Fandor if it should
get distribution, or on the website.
The website will provide viewers with information about depersonalization disorder and
Henri Frederic Amiel. It will also offer information about micro-budget and no-budget
filmmaking and essay films.

Lectures
After the festival circuit is over, the film will be offered for private screenings and
discussions about trauma, dissociative disorders, and other mental health issues in academic and
counseling centers. The film, accompanied by a lecture or discussion with a mental health
professional, can raise awareness about depersonalization disorder, which is thought to be
underreported and under-recognized in the psychiatric field.
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Figure 25. Poster image to be used for promotional materials.
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APPENDIX D
CREDIT LIST
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Directed by Phyllis Redman

Cast (in order of appearance):
Adrianna Arteaga as "Gracie Anna"
Whitney Spivey as "Woman"
Natalie Barber as "Woman"
Ramy Cadwell as "Amiel"

Cinematographer
Phyllis Redman

Production Sound

Phyllis Redman

Editor

Phyllis Redman
Additional Post-Production Sound/Music
Footage Firm, Inc.
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CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS
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